SupraMotion 2.0

Superconductors and
their potential for
industrial automation

Frictionless movement of hovering objects

The fascination of superconductors: if you cool them down to their
transition temperature, they hover above a permanent magnet as if
on an invisible cushion. The principle works exactly the same the
other way round; the gap between always remains stable. This enables the contactless positioning and movement of an object – without control technology and without friction losses. This means that
superconductors have huge potential for industrial applications.

Together with evico GmbH Dresden, Festo developed three exhibits for the trade show. Besides the hovering positioning and
frictionless movement of loads, they also demonstrated the handling of objects outside and inside an enclosed space.

They have already made a name for themselves transmitting electricity over long distances, while the technology has been successfully used in medical technology for over 30 years in magnetic resonance tomography. For industrial automation, superconductor
technology is still in the development stage. As the first supplier of
automation technology, Festo has been testing the use of superconductors for the production environment of the future since 2008.

Developing the potential
With the three research platforms relating to SupraMotion 2.0,
Festo picked up on these initial ideas and developed them further.
They show the linear and rotational movement of hovering objects
in all directions and all spatial planes. They demonstrate the
movement of objects in hermetically sealed spaces and the handling of the objects within these spaces. In addition, this is the first
time an application can transfer a rotational movement onto a
magnet in a controlled and contactless manner, which hovers
thanks to superconductivity.

First research platforms for industrial applications
Festo already presented initial potential and technology research
fields for automation under the title SupraMotion at Hannover
Messe 2013.

The exhibits thus demonstrate actual ways that superconductors
can be applied in the automation sector using Festo components.
All three applications are locally controlled and do not need any
control technology for the superconductors.

Permanent memory effect: the position is saved when frozen …

… and resumed even after being removed
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Bring the graphic to life on your smartphone or tablet (instructions on p. 8).

Fascination of superconductors: contactless hovering and no electrical resistance at -180  °C

Zero resistance in superconductive state
Superconductors include metals, metallic compounds and ceramic materials with a very special property: when they fall below
a certain temperature, their electrical resistance suddenly drops
to zero.
If voltage is applied, the superconductor conducts the electrical
current without resistance. If the current in the superconducting
material is put into motion, it flows without any losses in a closed
circuit. The magnetic fields generated in this way can be used with
very good energy efficiency.
Steady hovering above magnetic field
Once the superconductor reaches its transition temperature, not
only does it change its conductivity, but it also stores the magnetic field of a permanent magnet at a defined distance. To do so,
a piece of wood or polystyrene, for example, is placed between
the superconductor and magnet. If the superconductor is cooled
down to its transition temperature and the spacer is removed, the
magnet will then hover steadily above the superconductor.

SupraHandling 2.0: motion in three spatial planes

Constant gap in all positions
If the magnet is moved, it always moves back to the position
that was stored. Even if it is removed and replaced at a later point
in time, it goes back to this same position exactly above the
superconductor. The principle works in exactly the same way in
reverse – in that a cooled superconductor hovers above a permanent magnet.
With today’s high-temperature superconductors made of ceramic
material, the transition temperature is already over 100 kelvin
(-173  °C), which enables electrical cooling.
Active cooling of superconductors
In the case of SupraMotion 2.0, all superconductors are cooled
using electrical compressors which are built into the housing of
the superconductors. The Stirling coolers keep the temperature
constant at around 93 kelvin (-180  °C) with a power consumption
of 12 W per cryostat (cooling tank). This means that SupraHandling 2.0, SupraShuttle and SupraChanger can be operated
efficiently and independently of coolants like liquid nitrogen.

SupraShuttle: handling in sealed rooms

SupraChanger: controlled rotation
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Frictionless transport: steady hovering on the horizontal, on the wall and overhead

SupraHandling 2.0: linear motion in three spatial planes
The working principle of SupraHandling 2.0 is based on that of the
two exhibits dating back to 2013, SupraLinearMotion and SupraHandling: a slide, which is fitted with three cryostats with superconductors, glides on two 2.5 m long magnetic rails. The slide is
coupled in a contactless manner with an electrical axis (EGC from
Festo) via magnets, which enables controlled linear movement.
The hovering slide is also positioned by traversing the electrical
axis.
At the same time, the whole system with the two magnetic rails,
the EGC axes and the slide can be rotated around its longitudinal
axis by up to 180°, whereby the slide can also move on the wall or
suspended overhead.

Decentralised control system with CPX automation platform
As with SupraShuttle and SupraChanger, Festo uses its CPX automation platform and several controllers for the control system.
The locally integrated CODESYS control system CPX-CEC controls
the two EGC axes and the EMMS servomotor from Festo, which
rotates the whole table continuously. The control system also
records and evaluates all the data from the sensor system and the
temperatures of the cryostats.
Energy-saving transport, easy cleaning
Besides movement in all spatial planes, the SupraHandling 2.0
demonstrates how to transport objects without friction loss. The
cooling system for the three superconductors alone requires 36 W
altogether. The power for the electrically cooled cryostats is also
transmitted in a contactless manner.

Small plastic vials are transported on the slide. Their mounting
system is flexibly designed. Even if the transport slide changes
position, they always remain vertical with the opening facing
upwards. When using open containers, the contents would therefore not be spilled even if moving overhead.

Due to the smooth stainless-steel cover, the rails are easy to
clean. The system can therefore conceivably be applied anywhere
requiring clean design and good cleanability – such as in the food,
chemical and pharmaceutical industries.

Easy cleaning: easy to clean thanks to a stainless-steel cover

Low power consumption: just 12 W per cryostat for cooling purposes
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Free movement: superconductive hovering in every direction along the axes

SupraShuttle: contactless hovering in all directions
With the SupraShuttle, Festo shows for the first time the movement of a hovering object in all spatial directions and the handling
of the superconductor itself. For this purpose, two electrical EGC
axes are installed parallel to each other under the exhibit’s baseplate, on which the superconductor module travels. Two more
axes are attached in the vertical plane at an angle of 90 ° to each
other. An electric rotary drive is fitted between the two axis systems, which transfers the module from the horizontal to the vertical in a flowing movement.
A magnet hovers above the superconductor module and hence
above the baseplate, too. A carrier with the glass vials is fitted on
this magnet. It follows the module with every movement at the
stored hovering distance. If the module moves to the back wall
using the rotary drive, the magnet also glides seamlessly from the
horizontal to the vertical plane – without touching the floor or
being mechanically handled. A water curtain flows on the back
wall between the superconductor and magnet, without hindering
the SupraShuttle or interrupting the magnetic field.

Constant magnetic field: steady hovering even when media is disconnected

Handling in a vacuum and clean room
Besides the movement in all spatial directions, the exhibit also
shows how hovering objects can be moved into hermetically sealable rooms and within these rooms.
For this purpose, a dome made of Plexiglas is placed over the
magnetic support and forms an enclosed space around it, without
the need for any kind of lock gates, rails or guide systems. The
subsurface plays no part here due to the hovering motion. It can
be made of a stainless-steel surface that is easy to clean. The
integrated CPX-CEC is responsible for lowering and lifting the
dome, as well as for the application’s entire control system. It is
then very simple to introduce gases or to create a vacuum under
the dome.
Potential for laboratory technology
It is therefore conceivable to use this method in clean rooms or
sheltered environments. Possible applications are in laboratory
technology for sectors like the food, pharmaceutical and chemical
industries or medical technology.

Simulated clean room: handling without rails or locks
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Contactless rotary movements: transfer of the rotation to three applications that hover above the superconductor

SupraChanger: controlled rotation
On the SupraChanger, the ring-shaped superconductor module
is firmly fitted with an EMMS-AS stepper motor and a magnetic
coupling under the baseplate.

For the first time, a controllable rotary movement is thus transferred to a magnet, which hovers steadily thanks to the superconductor. The rotary movement of the magnetic disc can be generated with very little energy, as no friction losses occur.

On the plate there are three different stations, on each of which a
rotary application is featured: one centrifuge, one mixer and one
hovering rotary indexing table. In each station there is a magnetic
disc, whose hovering distance has been frozen above the actively
cooled superconductor module.

Superconductive control for quick tool change
Due to the memory effect, the magnets always go back to the
exact same position above the superconductor. This means that
they do not have to be electrically controlled or manually adjusted, which enables tool changes to be made quickly and without
complications.

Transfer of rotary movements on hovering magnets
The whole baseplate automatically rotates through an angle of
120 degrees, so that one of the three applications is always positioned directly above the superconductor module. As soon as a
station is located above the module again, the disc reacts on the
superconductor and begins to hover. Using the magnetic coupling
under the baseplate, the stepper motor sets the magnetic disc
in the station in a rotary movement and thus makes the respective
application rotate.

A number of possible application fields
Such an application is conceivable in industry anywhere that a
controlled rotary movement is required. One future application
area could be laboratory automation, where a single medium has
to undergo a wide range of different handling stages. There is
just as much call for the use of rotary movements in centrifuges
or mixers as there is for frictionless positioning and contactless
handling.

Without control technology: precise positioning thanks to superconductivity

High flexibility: simple tool change above the module
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Continuous development: Festo sees a future-oriented technology with enormous potential in superconductors

The technology is still in the research stage and is not yet being
used at an industrial level in the automation technology sector.
There is tremendous potential for optimisation in terms of the
materials and the development of effective and affordable cooling
systems.

New applications for automation
The special properties of superconductivity – such as energyefficient frictionless positioning systems, easy media separation
or maintenance-free and wear-free operation – enable completely
new application fields in the automation of the future.

Different cooling concepts being tested
Festo has already tested various cooling concepts for SupraMotion. All three new exhibits feature a decentralised electrical
cooling system with a long lifespan. It enables a constant temperature to be maintained and is less wearing on the material.
The superconductors in the cryostats can be cooled or heated up
in stages and do not have to be shock-frozen with liquid nitrogen,
for example.

With SupraLinearMotion, SupraHandling and SupraPicker, Festo
was the first provider of automation to show superconductors
being applied. With the new demonstrators for SupraMotion 2.0,
Festo is transferring its knowledge from the industrial automation
sector even further to superconductor technology – from the control system to temperature monitoring.

Future aim of Festo
The objective set by Festo, together with its partners from industry and science, is to continue to push forward the research of
superconductors for industrial use and to continually develop the
technology.

SupraLinearMotion: linear gliding

Conceivable applications in the future are energy-efficient, stably
hovering positioning systems that make do without elaborate
measurement and control technology. It is also possible to use
superconductors to move objects in enclosed spaces through
walls and in all positions. There is also tremendous potential
wherever there is a need for facilities to be cleaned easily or while
machinery is operating.

SupraHandling: biaxial movement

SupraPicker: handling in a sealed space
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SupraHandling 2.0 technical data

SupraChanger technical data

• Track length/track width: 2,500 mm/800 mm
• Air gap:			
10 –15 mm
• Max. payload:		1,000 N (of which 680 N are slide’s
own weight)
• Magnets:		permanent magnet NdFeB
• Cooling:		3 electric compressors, each 80 W
for cooling down, 12 W in cooled
down state
• Superconductor:		high-temperature superconductor
made of yttrium barium copper
oxide (YBCO)
• Drives:			2 EGC axes with EMMS 70 motor,
4 ADN cylinders for setting the air
gap
CPX-CEC-C1
• Controller:		
• Optical monitoring:
colour sensor SOEC-RT-Q50

1,080 x 1,080 mm
• Dimensions:		
• Max. payload:		
300 N axial, 150 N radial
• Magnet:		permanent magnet NdFeB,
Ø 245 mm
• Cooling:		electric compressor, 80 W for
cooling down, 12 W in cooled
down state
• Superconductor:		high-temperature superconductor
made of YBCO
• Drives:			1 DNCE 40-100 electric cylinder,
1 EMMS 70 motor, power consumption 57.6 W at 48 V operation
CPX-CEC-C1
• Controller:		

Dimensions:		
1,080 x 1,080 x 1,950 mm
Air gap:			
approx. 5 mm
Max. payload:		
1–1.5 kg
Magnet:		permanent magnet NdFeB, Ø 70 mm
Cooling:		electric compressor, 80 W for cooling
down, 12 W in cooled down state
• Superconductor:		high-temperature superconductor
made of YBCO
• Drives:			1 Harmonic Drive, 4 EGC axes with
EMMS 70 motor
• Controller:		
CPX-CEC-C1
•
•
•
•
•

See more – on your smartphone or tablet PC
The diagram on page 3 not only explains the principle behind superconductors, it also contains an animation that can be viewed on smartphones and tablets thanks to augmented reality. For this purpose, all
you need is a current device and the ‘junaio’ app, which is available free
of charge from the Apple App Store or from the Android Market. Download junaio and open the app. Now look for the channel ‘Festo Supra’
and select it. Then point your device’s camera at the graphic and set the
superconductor in motion.
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